SHADOW PLAY
Which of these shadows exactly matches the pictured rabbit?

A  B  C  D  E  F

SPOT THE DIFFERENCE
Can you spot 5 differences in these pictures?
Paws for Thought

Fill in this letter ladder, so that one letter finishes and starts the two words in each row.

**HUTC □ OME**

**RABBI □ WITCH**

**LETTUC □ ARS**

**WARRE □ OSE**

**PAW □ NUFFLE**

Rabbit Riddle
Can you solve this word teaser to work out the hidden word?

My first is in house and hand and hop □

My second is in fur and also in up □

My third is found twice in twitch and treat □

My fourth is in carrot but not in eat □

My fifth is in high and hip and heap □

My whole is the place where I go to sleep □

Funny Bunny!
What book did the rabbit take on holiday?
ONE WITH A HOPPY ENDING!

Funny Bunny!
How do rabbits travel?
BY HAREPLANE.

Hare-Mazing Facts!
True or false?

1. The record for the longest ears on a rabbit stands with an American bunny Nipper's Geronimo, whose ears measured a whopping 79 cm (31.125 in). TRUE □ or FALSE □

2. A rabbit sweats through the pads on its feet. TRUE □ or FALSE □

3. Rabbits can see behind themselves without turning their heads. TRUE □ or FALSE □

4. A rabbit's teeth never stop growing. TRUE □ or FALSE □
HAMSTER MAZE

Guide Hamster No. 1 through the tunnel maze to reach Hamster No. 2. Watch out for the cat!
HAMSTER SEARCH

Search out these words in the grid below. Words can read up, down, across, diagonally and backwards.

HAMSTER  PAW
WHISKERS  SQUEAK
NIBBLE  SEEDS
WHEEL  CAGE
SQUEAL  FUR
TAIL  PET

CROSSWORD  Can you complete the crossword?
We've added some letters to help you.

1 Across: Hamsters use this hay-like material to make their nests.
1 Down: Hamsters eat these, and especially like sun flower ones.
2 Across: A small rodent that has a furry tail.
3 Across: The name for an animal's four feet.